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GOOD STAFF
WELLBEING!
Message by SAIS Wellness Team

At SAIS we believe staff
wellbeing is essential for
cultivating a healthy school
environment, for retaining
and motivating staff and for
promoting student wellbeing
and attainment. Wellbeing is
all about our holistic health
both physical and emotional.

Note from the principal:
Welcome back to Term 2.
Mrs. Ban:
Dear SAIS Team
Welcome back to a fruitful 2022 New Year, I am
glad to see everyone is back in good health and
safe.
Term 2 has been packed with so many
invigorating events and student activities that in
the month of January alone we have had a busy
period.
A huge thank you to the elementary teachers &
TAs, for making the PBL showcase event such a
great success. Special thanks to Ms.Zena &
Ms.Amira for the well-organized event, your effort
& support are greatly appreciated.
Thank you to Ms.Ghadeer for always being there
with your wonderful design, artwork & touches.
We also covered our first Cross Curricular Day for
the year – French was the chosen subject to be
showcased and what a success it was. I would
like to extend my thanks to the KG, Elementary,
Middle & High school teachers who participated
through their lessons in the French day, it was an
effective reflection of the cross-curricular
integration between subjects.
Special thanks to Ms.Layla and our French
Teacher Ms. Imane for leading this project,
making all necessary arrangements, and
supporting the teachers as always.
Finally, Ms. Djamilla had arranged World Read
Aloud Day 2022, and Poetry competition, what
spectacular shows we had, KG students to
Elementary standing up onstage and reading
confidently to the audience and judges, it could
have easily been mistaken for SAIS has talent 😊.
Please do look around the library and main
reception for all the board displays and QR codes
sharing our wonderful events for all to see and
enjoy.
I am extremely proud of our SAIS team and look
forward to many fruitful months ahead.

Ban Alduri

Teacher Awards
Team work & Collaboration KG
team Jaime & Miranda

Successful Delivery of our Cross Curricular
French Day - Ms. Imane

Enjoying Cross Curricular French
day with a Parisian Breakfast for
our SAIS Staff

Five benefits of taking
regular breaks at work
Being too busy to take a break is a sure-fire sign that you
need to slow down and press pause; here are the top five
benefits of adding regular breaks into your working day

1. Breaks help you to process and retain information
Our brains have two functioning modes: focused, and ‘diffused’. When
operating in diffused mode, our brain is more relaxed and in a ‘daydream’ type
state. Some studies have shown that we solve our most difficult problems
when we’re in this diffused state – for example, how many times have you
happened upon a great idea when you’re daydreaming?

2. You’ll get a better sense of the bigger picture
When you’re focused on a complex task, it’s all too easy to lose sight of the
bigger, more strategic picture. Take a break, step back, and reassess your goals
and priorities to make sure that you’re giving your attention to the right tasks
and projects. Being able to see this broader view is particularly important for
managers, who need to maintain their focus on strategic goals and not be
distracted by process-driven tasks that could be delegated to other members
of their team .

3. You’ll be more creative
“Never taking a break from very careful thought work actually reduces your ability to
be creative,” says Kimberly Elsbach, a professor at the University of California, “It
exhausts your cognitive capacity and you’re not able to make the creative
connections you can if your brain is more rested. If you’re skipping lunch to
continue to push forward in a very intense cognitive capacity, then you’re probably
not doing yourself any favours.” Giving your brain time to rest and recharge.

4. Breaks can help you cultivate healthier habits
When you’re busy and stressed, healthy habits – such as eating nutritious meals,
exercising, and getting plenty of sleep – can easily fall by the wayside. Taking a
proper lunch break gives you time to incorporate these healthy habits into your
normal working day, whether that’s making time to prepare and eat a meal that’s
packed with fruit and vegetables (rather than grabbing a store-bought sandwich or
ready meal), or running or walking outside. You could even try to squeeze in a 20minute nap, which will clear space in your working memory for new information,
and help you commit new knowledge to your long-term memory.

5. Taking regular breaks helps you be more productive
Regular breaks will also give you a series of mini deadlines to work towards, which
can spur you on to finish a task more quickly. All the benefits of regular breaks that
we’ve already discussed – helping you to retain information, understand the bigger
picture, cultivate your creativity, and embrace healthier habits – will ultimately
combine to enable you to work more productively and effectively.

Staycations in the
UAE

SAIS MEDICAL
INSURANCE:
Dear All,
Effective Oct 24, 2021, we rolled out a new
medical insurance policy provided by Oman
Insurance and the brokers remain the same, Al
Nabooda. As this is a new policy with a new
insurance provider attendance of the
information session is mandatory. The timings
for these sessions have been communicated by
your respective school HR or Admin colleague.
You are encouraged to attend and read the
information that was sent to you because
several great options have been added. Please
keep in mind that medical insurance is a benefit
whose use (or misuse) dictates its future
sustainability.
Should you have any questions, please don’t
hesitate to contact Deema or your respective
school HR colleague.
deema.oweimrin@saisuae.com

